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In 1941 the British found themselves in
desperate need of tanks. Many of their vehicles
had been left abandoned on the beaches of
Dunkirk the year before. The tanks they did
have lacked the firepower to penetrate the
armor of the Panzer III and IV tanks that they
were now encountering in Africa.
The Americans were still unwilling to fully join in
the war, but they were willing to put their
manufacturing capability to use for the British.
Unfortunately, the Americans had not yet fully
shifted to a war economy and their factories
were not yet up to the task of producing cutting
edge weapons of war. Their factories were
incapable of
casting a turret
that could
mount a cannon
any larger than
37mm, a size
the British had
already
determined was
inadequate. The
solution to this
problem was to
fall back to a
design idea that
harkened back to World War One. A 75mm
cannon was crammed into the tank’s hull on a
simple sponson with a limited traverse.
It was understood at the time that the M3 was
simply a stop gap vehicle that would merely fill
the void until American manufacturing could
produce a more advanced tank, however the
British had concerns over just how terrible a
tank the M3 appeared to be.
The hull of the tank was riveted, not welded,
which meant that when it was struck by enemy
fire, rivets could pop loose and ricochet around
the inside of the tank, injuring the crew. Placing
the primary gun of the tank in the hull meant
that the vehicle could not take cover if it
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wanted to actually use it. The M3 had to sit out
in the open to fire its 75mm which was
unfortunate since the M3 was such an inviting
target. Standing over ten feet tall, the M3
offered an unmistakable, and easy to hit,
silhouette. Its large size did make the tank
relatively roomy on the inside, that is until you
crammed into the tank the seven men required
to operate it. Two cannons meant having two
gunners and two loaders. There was no radio in
the turret, so someone had to operate the radio
down in the hull near the driver. The
commander got his own min-turret fitted with a
machinegun up top.

The British immediately demanded some
changes for their versions of the tank. The
British variant removed the commander’s
cupola which cost the tank a machinegun but
reduced the tank’s profile. The radio was
moved from the hull of the tank to the back of
the turret, allowing the commander to operate
it and thus eliminating one of the crew
positions. The British also insisted on additional
armor plating, a change that the US included in
its design.
To avoid confusion, the British named their
version of the M4, the “Grant” and the
American version the “Lee.” Both variants of
the tank went into production in 1941. The
British originally only intended to equip their
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forces with the Grant version of the tank, but
British losses of their domestically built tanks in
Africa were so bad that the British decided to
buy up all off the initial production run,
including the Lee models.
Despite the Lee and Grant being critically
flawed designs, their first appearance in Africa
gave the Germans a nasty surprise. Hauling the
biggest cannon you can into a battle can
sometimes be a winning strategy. Although the
relatively low velocity 75 would later be
inadequate in the war when mounted on the
Sherman, at this point in the war the American
cannon was devastating. The M3’s 75mm
cannon could destroy German and Italian tanks
at ranges where the German and Italian guns
could not penetrate the M3’s armor. For a very
short period, the M3 reigned as the supreme
tank in several theaters.

The Germans soon upgraded their own tanks
from 50mm cannon to long barreled 75’s and
88’s. This combined with the M3’s high profile
and inability to fight effectively from a hull
down position doomed the tank to rapid
obsolescence. Yet the Lee and Grant tanks were
never intended to provide long term
dominance. They provided a quick solution for a
critical need. The Grant and Lee tanks served
their purpose and became a fascinating part of
armored warfare history.
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Lee Layout
Hull

A – Ammunition
C - Commander
D – Driver Compartment
E – Engine
F – Fuel Tank
PG – Primary Gun
PGR – Primary Gunner
PL – Primary Loader
R – Radio
RA –Radiator
SGR – Secondary Gunner
SL - Secondary Loader
T – Track

Turret
A – Ammunition
C – Commander
CG – Coaxial Gun
MG – Machine Gun
SL – Secondary Loader
SG – Secondary Gun
SGR - Secondary Gunner
TU – Turret
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Grant Layout
Hull

A – Ammunition
C - Commander
D – Driver Compartment
E – Engine
F – Fuel Tank
PG – Primary Gun
PGR – Primary Gunner
PL – Primary Loader
RA –Radiator
SGR – Secondary Gunner
SL - Secondary Loader
T – Track

Turret
A – Ammunition
C – Commander
CG – Coaxial Gun
R – Radio (Unmanned compartment)
SL – Secondary Loader
SG – Secondary Gun
SGR – Secondary Gunner
TU – Turret
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Template Special Rules

1-2

Hull

When a vehicle with the Lee or Grant template
is hit. roll a 1D4 to determine if the hit was on
the hull or the turret of the tank and then refer
to the appropriate grid.

3-4

Turret

Turret side hits of 1 should be re-rolled.

M3 Lee & Grant Characteristics
Nationality:
Acceleration:
Top Speed:
Failure:
Defensive
Value:
Crew:

Great Britain, United States,
Soviet Union
45
225 (25 mph)

Availability:
Range:
Range Off
Road:
Fuel Type:
Weight:

1940-1942 Uncommon
1943-1945 Very Rare
119
80

2/100
Petrol
9 - Lee
27 tons
10 - Grant
Lee: 7 (1 driver, 1 radio operator, 2 loader2, 2 gunners, 1 commander)
Grant: 6 (1 driver, 1 radio operator, 2 loader2, 2 gunners, 1 commander)
member in the location that was hit.

Armor
Hull

Turret

Front

5

Front

5

Sides

4

Sides

5

Rear

4

Rear

5

Top

1

Top

2

Bottom 2
Any hull hit by a weapon capable of inflicting AP
damage that does not penetrate has a 50%
chance of knocking loose a rivet. This will cause
2D10 points of stamina damage to any crew

Weapons
37 mm Cannon
Ammo: 37mm, 178 rounds
Critical: N/A
Reload Rate: 1
Failure: 1
Accuracy: 0
Range: 0-50/51-200/201-300/301-500
Damage: AP: 1d12/1D10/1D5/1D4
HE: 4d8 Pri 5 Sec 10
Recoil: N/A
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75 mm Cannon
Ammo: 75mm, 50 rounds
Critical: N/A
Reload Rate: 1
Failure: 1
Accuracy: 0
Range: 0-110/111-550/551-1100/1101-2190
Damage: AP: 1d10/1D8+1/1D8/1D8-1
APCBC: 1d10+1/1D10/1D8/1D8-1
APCR: 1d12+3/1d12+1/1d12/1D10
HE: 4d10 Pri 7 Sec 14
HE AP: 1D4
Recoil: N/A
"HE AP" designates the armor piercing
capability of an HE shell at any range.
Coax- Mounted 30 cal
Ammo: 30 cal, 4800 rounds
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: 1+/1D10/40
Failure: 1
Accuracy: 0
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Range: 0-50/51-100/101-299/301-440
Damage: 3D10
Recoil: 1
Cupola- Mounted 30 cal (Lee Model only)
Ammo: 30 cal, 4800 rounds
Critical: 20
Rate of Fire: 1+/1D10/40
Failure: 1
Accuracy: 0
Range: 0-50/51-100/101-299/301-440
Damage: 3D10
Recoil: 1
Many Lees and Grants would also mount single
or twin 30 cals in the hull that could be
operated by the driver or, in the Lee, the radio
operator. M3's mounting additional machine
guns split their ammunition evenly among all
the weapons. Hull mounted machineguns are
damaged or destroyed as part of the Driver
compartment.
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